Anatomy 35
Visual Analogy Guide
Packet 1

Name

Lab Start Time

_____ Packet Incomplete
_____ Histology Diagrams Incomplete
_____ Lecture Diagrams Incomplete
_____ Packet assembled incorrectly (-2 points)
_____ Wrong type of folder (-5 points)

_____ Packet Complete (8 points)
_____ Histology Diagrams (5 points)
_____ Lecture Diagrams (12 points)

_____ Score out of 25 points

**Note: There is no partial credit for any section of the packet***
Anatomy 35
Visual Analogy Guide
Packet 2

________________________________________
Name

________________________________________
Lab Start Time

______ Packet Incomplete
______ Histology Diagrams Incomplete
______ Lecture Diagrams Incomplete
______ Packet assembled incorrectly (-2 points)
______ Wrong type of folder (-5 points)
______ Packet Complete (8 points)
______ Histology Diagrams (4 points)
______ Lecture Diagrams (11 points)
______ 4 Muscle Quizzes (2)

______ Score out of 25 points

**Note: There is no partial credit for any section of the packet**
Anatomy 35
Visual Analogy Guide
Packet 3

Name

Lab Start Time

_____ Packet Incomplete

_____ Histology Diagrams Incomplete

_____ Lecture Diagrams Incomplete

_____ Packet assembled incorrectly (-2 points)

_____ Wrong type of folder (-5 points)

_____ Packet Complete (8 points)

_____ Histology Diagrams (5 points)

_____ Lecture Diagrams (10 points)

_____ Heart Quiz (2 points)

_____ Score out of 25 points

**Note: There is no partial credit for any section of the packet***
Anatomy 35
Visual Analogy Guide
Packet 4

______________________________
Name

______________________________
Lab Start Time

____ Packet Incomplete
____ Histology Diagrams Incomplete
____ Lecture Diagrams Incomplete
____ Packet assembled incorrectly (-2 points)
____ Wrong type of folder (-5 points)
____ Packet Complete (8 points)
____ Histology Diagrams (5 points)
____ Lecture Diagrams (10 points)
____ Cranial Nerve Quiz (1)
____ Efferent NS Quiz (1)

____ Score out of 25 points

**Note: There is no partial credit for any section of the packet**